All-new

Renault CAPTUR

Overseas model shown

100% New CAPTUR

Overseas model shown

A Sporty-Looking SUV
With sculpted sides, muscled shoulders and wheel
arches, 18” alloy wheels* and an imposing grille,
All-New CAPTUR asserts itself as a vibrant, athletic
SUV.
At the front and rear, Renault’s signature C-shaped
LED daytime running lights help All-New CAPTUR
stand out from the pack.
* Standard on Intens
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A Revolutionary
Interior
Quality is the first thing you can see when
enterting the All-New CAPTUR. Every detail has
been carefully thought out with the driver as the
central focus. Comfort on board is ensured, with
soft, cushioned surfaces on every area you come
into contact with, wraparound front seats, and a
generous amount of interior storage areas. All-New
CAPTUR is setting a new standard for spaciousness
among the Urban SUV segment.
Immediately your attention is drawn to the
stunning 9.3” central touchscreen*, and the
unique flying centre console with the E-Shifter
gear lever*. You can stay in control at all times with
the fully digital 10.25” driver display^ which you
can customise to your heart’s content, choosing
which information you want to see and when.
* Standard on Intens
^ Optional on Intens

A New Look at the SUV
Overseas model shown

Stay connected
With the new EASY LINK multimedia system,
access technology that is as advanced as it is easy
to use. Its 9.3” touch screen* is compatible with
Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™ smartphone
mirroring, so you can stay connected while on
the go. Truly make All-New CAPTUR your own by
customising the screen with widgets, just like on
your smartphone. Everything you need is at your
fingertips, and to make things easier, All-New
CAPTUR’s central touchscreen is angled slightly
towards you, the driver.
Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google Inc.
Apple CarPlay™ is a trademark of Apple Inc.
* Standard on Intens

Tailor-Made
Sensations
All-new CAPTUR offers a driving experience
that adapts to your ever-changing desires. You
can customise your drive with MULTI-SENSE*
technology, which includes three driving modes
and eight different ambient lighting colours.
Depending which driving mode is selected,
MULTI-SENSE* will control the ambient lighting,
powertrain response time, steering flexibility
and more.
Enjoy a premium sound experience in All-new
CAPTUR. Its all-new BOSE® sound system* has
eight speakers and an innovative subwoofer,
cleverly fitted into the boot so you don’t lose any
boot space.
* Standard on Intens

The Height
of Adaptability
Enjoy a feeling of roominess with a layout designed
to give you maximum comfort. Make the most
of All-New CAPTUR’s class-leading boot space
(up to 536L) with its unparalleled modularity that
adapts to your every need.
The rear bench seat slides up to 16cm, meaning
you get the best of both worlds. Whether you are
carrying rear passengers or extra items in the
boot, you can slide the rear bench backwards or
forwards to suit every situation.
For even more space, you can fold the rear seats
down to access 1,275L of boot volume.
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1.

At the Cutting Edge
of Technology
For a safe driving experience, All-new CAPTUR is equipped
with the latest Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS).
1. Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go^^. Allnew CAPTUR maintains a safe following distance from
the vehicle in front. In heavy traffic, the vehicle comes
to a complete stop and accelerates when the vehicle in
front starts moving again.
2. 360° camera* and Easy Park Assist^. With its
panoramic view, the 360° camera guides you into the
tightest parking spots. The system takes control of the
steering wheel to park your car for you if you want it to.

2.

3.

3. Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)#. This system tells
the driver when a vehicle is approaching as they are
reversing out of a parking space.

4.

4. Blind Spot Warning#. With the blind spot detection
system, an indicator light located on each of the door
mirrors will warn you when a vehicle is in your blind spot.

5.

5. Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS).
All-new CAPTUR watches over you and your surroundings.
If a vehicle brakes suddenly, or a pedestrian walks in
front of your vehicle, this system warns you and will
automatically perform emergency braking if you do not.
6. Lane Departure Warning & Lane Keep Assist. All-new
CAPTUR alerts you and corrects your trajectory in the
event of lane departure without prior use of the indicator.

6.

100

7.

7. Traffic Sign Recognition. All-new CAPTUR informs
you of the speed limit by recognising signs as you drive
past them.
8. Automatic high/low beam^. This system switches
the LED headlights on your All-New CAPTUR from
high to dipped beam when you enter a built up area or
approach another vehicle.

8.

* Standard on Intens
^ Optional on Intens
^^ Optional on Zen and Intens
# Optional on Life and standard on Zen and Intens
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CARLAB Colour palette
One-tone Colours

Smokey Blue (1)

Highland Grey (2)

Flame Red (2)
Overseas model shown

Diamond Black (2)

Pearl White (2)

Iron Blue (2)

Oyster Grey (2)

Atacama Orange (2)

(1) Solid Paint.
(2) Metallic paint.
Images not contractually binding.

Two-tone Colours

Smokey Blue
with Diamond Black roof (1)

Oyster Grey
with Diamond Black roof (2)

Highland Grey
with Diamond Black roof (2)

Pearl White
with Diamond Black roof (2)

Atacama Orange
with Diamond Black roof (2)

Flame Red
with Diamond Black roof (2)

Iron Blue
with Diamond Black roof (2)
Overseas model shown

Diamond Black
with Atacama Orange roof* (2)

(1) Solid Paint.
(2) Metallic paint
* Intens Only
Photos not contractually binding.

Dimensions (mm)

* Door mirrors folded down

Volumes
Boot volume (litres VDA)
Boot volume, bench seat in rear position
Boot volume, bench seat in forward position
Boot volume, bench seat folded down

422
536
1, 275

CARLAB Ambience

Black and grey fabric upholstery

Life
Safety & security
ЁDriver, passenger front and side curtain airbags
ЁHeight adjustable front headrests with
anti-whiplash function
ЁForward Collision Warning system (FCW)
ЁAEBS with pedestrian/cyclist detection
ЁLane Departure Warning (LDW) & Lane Keep
Assist (LKA)
ЁTraffic sign recognition
ЁRear view camera with moving guidance lines
ЁFront & rear parking sensors
ЁElectric parking brake
ЁSeat belt warning light and tone for driver and
all passengers
ЁLED, dusk-sensing headlights
ЁLED rear lights
ЁRear fog lights
ЁRear window child-lock function
ЁAuto-door lock when driving
ЁTyre pressure monitoring system

Driving
ЁABS / EBA / ESP with HSA (Hill Start Assist)
ЁSteering wheel mounted paddle shifters
ЁCruise control with speed limiter
ЁECO mode
Comfort & convenience
ЁCentre console with sliding armrest
Ё2 foldable keys
ЁWelcome sequence
ЁBlack and grey fabric upholstery
ЁSplit folding rear seats 60:40
ЁSliding rear bench seat
ЁSpace-saver spare wheel

Interior features
Ё4.2” driver display screen
Ё7” touchscreen
Ё2x Front USB ports
ЁSmartphone Connectivity - Apple CarPlay® &
Android® Auto
Options
ЁMetallic paint
ЁTwo-tone paint
Peace of Mind Package:
ЁBlind Spot Warning
ЁRear Cross Traffic Alert
ЁElectric folding door mirrors

Exterior features
ЁElectrically adjustable door mirrors
ЁFront LED daytime running lights
ЁLED Turn indicator
ЁBlack door mirrors
Ё17”Alloy wheels

17” Bahamas alloy wheel rim

CARLAB Ambience

Black and grey fabric upholstery

Zen (Life+)
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17” Bahamas alloy wheel rim

Black leather* upholstery

Intens (Zen+)
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CARLAB Interior Customisation

3

2

4

1

Orange Signature Package Seat upholstery, Armrests, Dashboard fascia, Flying centre console

Orange Signature Pack Upholstery

CARLAB Equipment and options
Life

Zen

Intens
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SAFETY & SECURITY
AIRBAGS
Driver and front passenger airbags
Driver and front passenger chest side airbag
Front & rear curtain airbags

BRAKING
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
Emergency warning lights activated under heavy braking
Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) - Pedestrian & Cyclist detection

LIGHTING
Automatic dusk-sensing headlights
LED Front daytime running lights
LED Turn indicator
LED Headlights
Eco LED headlights (x1.5 brighter) with 3D animation
Automatic high/low beam
LED rear lights
LED rear lights with 3D animation
Rear fog lights
LED turn indicator in side mirrors

PARKING AIDS
Rear view camera with moving guidance lines
360 Degree camera
Front parking sensors
Rear parking sensors
Side parking sensors
Easy Park Assist hands free parking system

SAFETY FEATURES
Tyre pressure monitor
Seat belt warning light and tone for driver and all passengers
Height adjustable front headrests with anti-whiplash function
Height adjustable front seatbelts with pretensioners and load limiter
3 Height adjustable rear headrests
ISOFIX child seat anchorage points on rear outermost seats
3 child seat anchorage points for rear seats
Child safety lock on rear doors
Rear window child-lock function (driver door control panel)

DRIVING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Cruise control with speed limiter
Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go

CARLAB Equipment and options
Forward Collision Warning system (FCW)
Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)
Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
Blind spot warning (BSW)
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
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SECURITY FEATURES
Engine immobiliser
Remote central locking
Auto-door lock when driving
Automatic ‘walk away’ door locking

INTERIOR FEATURES
COMFORT
Heated Leather Steering Wheel
Air conditioning
Climate control air conditioning
Manual adjustable driver and passenger seats
Electrically adjustable driver’s seat with manual lumbar adjustment
Heated front seats
Sliding rear bench seat
Split folding rear seats 60:40
Height and reach adjustable steering wheel
Sliding armrest with closed storage and 2 rear air vents

CONVENIENCE
Steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters
2 x Foldable keys
2 X Hands-free key cards
Electric parking brake
Electric parking brake with auto-hold function
ECO mode
Automatic windscreen wipers with rain sensor
Electric front and rear windows with driver anti-pinch function and one touch control
Cabin lighting
LED Cabin lighting
Boot lighting
Flying centre console with E-shifter
2 front cup holders
Front door storage compartment
Rear door storage compartment with 1.5L bottle storage capacity

Front seat back storage nets
Split-level boot floor
Day and night rear view mirror
Automatic dimming rear view mirror
Frameless automatic dimming rear view mirror
Temporary space-saver spare wheel
Driver & front passenger sun visor with vanity mirror
Driver & front passenger sun visor with illuminated vanity mirror
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ENTERTAINMENT
Bluetooth® phone pairing with audio streaming^
Smartphone Connectivity - Apple CarPlay® & Android® Auto^
2 x front USB charging ports & 1x AUX port
2 x rear USB charging ports
2x 12 volt sockets
Wireless smartphone charger^
Instrument display with colour 4.2” TFT screen
Instrument display with colour 7” TFT screen
Instrument display with colour 10.25” TFT screen
Multisense with three driving modes (MySense, Sport & Eco) - with 8 interior lighting options
7” Landscape multimedia touchscreen
9.3” Portrait multimedia touchscreen
Arkamys 3D Sound system with 6 speakers
BOSE® premium sound system with 9 speakers including a subwoofer
Satellite navigation
Welcome Sequence
Goodbye Sequence

STYLING
Black & grey fabric upholstery
Black leather upholstery
Black fabric upholstery with orange highlights
Bright chrome interior trim highlights

EXTERIOR FEATURES
STYLING
Front & rear skid plates - grey
Automatic folding door mirrors
Black door mirrors
Roof-coloured door mirrors
Body coloured door handles
Tinted windows
Privacy glass

CARLAB Equipment and options
Life
Exterior chrome highlights on the air deflectors, front wing, rear bumper and
window trim
Electrically adjustable demisting door mirrors
Satin grey roof rails
17” Alloy wheels
18” Two-tone alloy wheels
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OPTIONS & PACKS
STYLING
Metallic paint
One-tone body colour
Two-tone body colour

PACKS
Peace of Mind Package
- Blind Spot Warning
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert
- Electric folding door mirrors
Easy Life Package
- Easy Park Assist hands-free parking
- Automatic high/low beam
- 10.25” driver display screen
- Frameless rear view mirror
Orange Signature Package
Black and orange cloth upholstery with orange highlights on the:
- Front and rear door armrests
- Upper dashboard strip
- Flying centre console
^Compatibility may vary depending on phone
ã : Standard. - : Not Available.
o : Option.
* : Pack Only.

Vehicle specifications subject to physical inspection upon vehicle arrival

CARLAB Engine
TCe 155 EDC

ENGINE 1.3 TCE 155
Capacity (cc)
Number of cylinders/valves
Maximum power (kW @ rpm)
Maximum torque (Nm @ rpm)
Fuel type (minimum)
Fuel injection type

1332
4 / 16
113 @ 5500
270 @ 1800
95 RON
Petrol

TRANSMISSION
Type
Driven wheels
Speeds at 1000 rpm in 1st gear
2nd gear
3rd gear
4th gear
5th gear
6th gear
7th gear

Dual-clutch automatic transmission
FWD
6.74
11.35
18.45
27.18
35.14
44.01
54.93

STEERING & WHEELS
Turning circle between kerbs (m)
Wheels (inches)
Tyres

11.1
17
215/60 R17

(Life & Zen)
(Life & Zen)

BRAKING
Front braking system (diameter x thickness)
Rear braking system (diameter x thickness)
Front suspension
Rear suspension

280 x 24
228 x 39.5
MacPherson strut
Torsion beam axle

PERFORMANCE
Max. speed (km/h)
0-100 km/h (seconds)

202
8.6

FUEL CAPACITY
Emission standards
Combined cycle (L/100km)
CO2 emissions (g/km)
Extra urban cycle (L/100km)
Urban cycle (L/100km)

Euro 6
6.6
149
5.4
8.8

18
215/55 R18

(Intens)
(Intens)

CARLAB Accessories

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. Easy Flex boot protection. Anti-slip and waterresistant, it folds and unfolds easily and adapts
to the position of the rear seats. Once unfolded,
it covers the entire loading area and protects
the boot sill.
2. QuickFix roofbars. Low profile, neat finish,
easy to install. These roof bars are the perfect addition
to your All-new CAPTUR when extra storage space is
needed.
3. CAPTUR door sills. Personalise and protect your car
door sills in style. Available with CAPTUR marking, in
the classic or backlit version.
4. Boot liner. Sand, Water, Dirt, Mud, Reanult rubber
car boot liners are tailored to fit your boot. With a deep
textured surface designed to contains spills, mud, snow,
dirt and more, your boot will stay clean no matter what
you use it for.
5. Premium textile floor mats. Made from high quality
textile and premium finishes, they are synonymous with
durable refinement built to last.
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Quality
“From creation in our design studios through to production
and ﬁnally distribution via our network, striving for quality is what guides us”.
Laurens van den Acker – Senior Vice President of Renault Corporate Design

Renault CAPTUR, the benchmark reinvented
A pioneer in the urban SUV market, All-new CAPTUR reinvents itself by building on the DNA that made it such a success in Europe. It transforms to emphasise the
modern lines of an SUV that is both athletic and dynamic. Paired with cutting edge engine technology, All-new CAPTUR is the perfect combination of sophistication
and performance. It is as versatile as it is spacious thanks to its interior revolution where every section has been carefully considered.

Transformed exterior design
Its reinvented design, with 100% LED lighting and Renault’s C-shaped lighting signature at the front and rear as well
as its decorative chrome inserts contribute to the improvement of its quality and assertiveness.

An interior revolution for a high-quality passenger compartment
Equipped with the latest technologies and among the largest screens in the category, the “smart cockpit” sports a
resolutely modern design for a more immersive driving experience. The dimensions in the passenger compartment
have been designed with quality and comfort in mind. Premium materials, soft coating* for the dashboard, door panels
and the outline of the centre console paired with new seat architecture make All-new CAPTUR a luxurious urban SUV.

The best in engine technology
All-new CAPTUR’s 1.3L TCe petrol engine makes every driving experience an exciting one. Delivering a class-leading 113kW
of power and 270Nm of torque, this engine will ignite your everyday commute. Its 7-speed dual clutch transmission
allows smooth, seamless gear changes and the steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters let you take control if you are in
the mood for a sportier drive. With the MULTI-SENSE system on the Intens version you can select Sport mode, changing
powertrain response and steering flexibility as well as ambient lighting to make for an even more thrilling drive.

* Intens only
Overseas model shown

Services

Renault at your side
When you choose a Renault, you enjoy years of worry-free
motoring, backed by a trusted and reliable brand.

Comprehensive Warranty
Renault has been building motor vehicles for more than 100 years. This wealth of
experience is reflected in the design, performance and quality of every vehicle we
sell. We’re so confident that your new Renault will provide you with many years
of reliable and enjoyable driving that we’re backing our quality promise with a
comprehensive 5 years unlimited kilometre warranty on all our passenger vehicles.

24/7 Roadside Assistance
As a new Renault owner, you are backed by Renault’s 24/7 Roadside Assistance
for up to 5 years when you service your vehicle with Renault, regardless of how
many kilometres you travel. Available 365 days a year, all across Australia.

Capped Price Servicing
You’ll enjoy the benefits of lower maintenance costs for your first 5 years or
150,000 km (whichever occurs first) behind the wheel of your new Renault.
The CPS program covers the cost of all genuine parts, lubricants and labour
required for standard scheduled maintenance services. Renault vehicles only
require servicing once per calendar year or every 30,000 km (whichever occurs
first) – not every six months like some manufacturers.

Genuine Renault Parts
Parts, lubricants and accessories are of the highest quality and are specifically
designed for Renault vehicles. They are purpose-built, guaranteeing fit, function
and performance. They are also covered by our 1 year unlimited kilometre warranty.
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Continue your Renault Captur experience
at www.renault.com.au/vehicles/captur/captur

For more information, call 1800 009 008 or visit www.renault.com.au. Details are correct at the time of publication and are subject to change. Vehicles depicted in this brochure are overseas models and are shown for illustration purposes only;
Australian vehicles may differ in features, speciﬁcations, equipment, accessories and/or colour. Vehicle Distributors Australia Pty Ltd reserves the rightto discontinue or change its models at its discretion and without prior notice, including features,
speciﬁcations, equipment, accessories available and colour. The colours in the photographs may vary from actual colours. Please consult your Renault dealer for the latest information on models, features, speciﬁcations, prices, options and availability.
Publication date – March 2021 Vehicle Distributors Australia Pty Ltd, Level 4, 10 Nexus Court, Mulgrave, Victoria 3170.
– Printed in March 2021.
Renault recommends

